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Year-end review

Director's Report-John Hardy

The past year at TASCC has been marked by exciting
physics, a strong operating record and - like most research
facilities in Canada - a growing unease over future
government funding.

There arc many highlights described in this review.
Research teams at TASCC have covered a wide range of
topics from fragment-emission time scales in heavy-ion
reactions to the Coulomb excitation of 232Th, and from
resonant-coherent excitation of hydrogen-like ions to the
observation -the first ever- of the pionic fusion of two
heavy ions. Meanwhile, construction of the Canadian
Penning Trap Mass Spectrometer is nearing completion; this
instrument, christened the CPT spectrometer, has already
undergone a number of on-line commissioning tests.

Our applied programs continue to strengthen, and
increasingly are paying for themselves. The flagships here
are the detection of 3 ^ Q via accelerator mass spectrometry,
and the beam simulation of cosmic rays for observation of
single-event effects. The former is valuable for environ-
mental studies related to radioactive waste management
and nuclear safeguards. The latter is popular with a number
of companies producing electronic components for use in
space; TASCC cyclotron beams are among the few
available anywhere in the world that exactly reproduce the
range of energy and mass of the heavy ions encountered in
space vehicles.

At least partly because of these applied programs, our
user community increased substantially in 1995. We had
103 non-TASCC researchers here doing experiments at
least once in the year - 64 from Canada and 39 from abroad.
We do our best to make them welcome but the accelerators'
fine operation certainly contributes to their satisfaction.
This year, 6487 hours were devoted to experiments and 450
hours to beam development. In all, that means we operated
79% of the total time available, and experienced about 9%
unscheduled down time.

That's the good news. Our funding uncertainties are less
enjoyable to describe. AECL is undergoing a government
"program review", which is newspeak for funding

Facility report for
December

Nine beams were produced during December for
physics experiments, including anew beam, 21 MeV-per-
nucleon sulphur-32 developed from the cyclotron.

Experiments included: elastic-recoil detection (ERD)
measurements; simulations of fission fragment damage; a
search for superdefonnation in terbium isotopes; a study of
resonant coherent excitation (RCE); and commercial
single-event effect (SEE) tests.

Following scheduled facility maintenance from
December 16th to the 24th, the Tandem, ion injectors and
cyclotron were shut down for the eight-day CRL year-end
break.

December saw the departure of Dan Fox, who had
been a postdoctoral fellow at TASCC since 1993. His
position with the reaction mechanisms group is now
occupied by Richard Laforest, who comes from Université
Laval by way of LPC Caen.

In addition, Maurice Moreau left his position as a
technologist in the TASCC target lab to take a job in his
home town.

Beams produced in December were:
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reduction. The size of the reduction and its effects on
TASCC arc not known at the time of writing. Many letters
of support for TASCC -and for other basic research
activities at CRL- have reached Minister Anne McLellan,
who is responsible for AECL, and we are also active in
other ways to make sure the government is aware of our
value to the country. The response from the scientific
community and politicians alike has been very gratifying,
but it is too soon to be sure of tangible success. Thanks to
all who are helping.

We remain proud of our scientific success and are
optimistic for the future!

Negative Ion Injectors
Sputter-ion sources continue to be the mainstay of our
operation. Four new beams were provided in 1995:
vanadium-51, nickel-60, zinc-64 and platinum-196.
Increased intensity was also provided for a number of
beams. There are now SO beams available from the ion
sources.

We designed and built a new accelerator mass
spectrometry (AMS) source to allow sample changes to be
made from a ground station outside the source cage without
breaking vacuum. Sample changes take about 20 seconds
from beam off to new beam on.

Beamline developments in the source area include: a
major realignment of a beam source box, magnet and pre-
acceleration beamline; installation of a new slit system
upstream of the Tandem; and new power supplies and
controls for one of our three electrostatic quadrupole
lenses.

t ^ ECR (microwave) Source
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A completely redesigned version of the microwave ion
source, featuring reduced internal dimensions and a 12-
elemeDt permanent-magnet solenoid, has been running on
our test stand since October. The requisite axial field
(approximately 1 kG on axis) was provided at first by
electric solenoids, then by the new permanent-magnet
solenoid.

In the former configuration, a positive-hydrogen beam
up to 100 mA was extracted from a 5 mm-diameter
aperture. This essentially duplicates the performance of the
original Chalk River proton source - from which the design
of the new source evolved - despite a reduction in plasma
chamber volume by a factor of eight.

The new source will be coupled to a new charge-
exchange canal early in 1996 for routine helium production
at TASCC.

microwave ion source. Negative-ion production was
enhanced by addition of a magnetic "bucket1* section
(containing a transverse magnetic "filter" field) to the
normal solenoid-field plasma chamber. It is expected that
further enhancements to the extraction geometry and field
clamping will increase negative-ion yields to the milliamp
level.

Preliminary tests of the ability of the microwave
source to handle gaseous samples containing CO were
performed for visitors from the Woods Hole
Océanographie Institute. We demonstrated holdup times of
less than 20 seconds - and possibly much lower - by
pulsing gas samples (in this case, argon) into the source
support gas and observing the decay of the analyzed
molecular and atomic species. Efficient breakup of the CO
molecule was also observed. These results are considered
promising for applications such as accelerator-based
detection of carbon in sea water and in target/ion sources
for radioactive beam facilities.

Tandem Accelerator
The number of days operating at or above 143 MV has
increased again, from 32 to 34, while there was an increase
in total Tandem operating time from 6872 to 7302 hours In
the same period, unplanned shutdown was reduced from
756 to 422 hours.

Four new beams were accelerated and the energy range
was extended for another seven.

A new stabilizer system was completed and commiss-
ioned. It can be switched between, manual and computer
control without interrupting machine operation. This is one
of the final steps in upgrading Tandem electronics.

Superconducting Cyclotron
During 1995, production of beams for physics experiments
was emphasized over beam development The cyclotron
produced 19 different beams for 27% of the total facility
beam-time; both these values are records. In addition, six
new cyclotron beams were developed, bringing the total
now available to 93.

Several "old" beams were redeveloped to improve
orbit centering and an attempt was made to develop 3He at
57.5 MeV per nudeon, with only partial success - this is far
outside the "original" mass-energy diagram, both in mass
and energy. To allow successful development of this beam,
an extension to the foil-chain mechanism has been installed
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to allow a wider stripping radius.
? ^ f T" ^ n e w l°w-level radiofrequency chassis for the low-
^flpijl energy-buncher was designed and installed. It is modular
St.è" if and fully remote-controlled.
ijfllfiirf ï Additional shielding was installed on the cyclotron

injection beam-pipe to make possible injection of beams
using the highest magnetic fields practicable.

Finally, deflector performance was excellent, with no
down-time caused by vacuum high-voltage problems.
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Data Acquisition

The Concurrent CCUR 3230 and CCUR 3280 computer
systems continued to be used extensively. A preowned
CCUR 3280A was purchased and installed to replace the
CCUR 3230. This upgrade gives us two essentially identical
computer systems satisfying the increased demand for on-
line experimental data-acquisition computing power while
eliminating the necessity of maintaining two versions of the
software.

Demand for the SUN workstations for data analysis
continues to increase. As a result, several new X-terminals
were installed and a second Exabyte tape drive was
installed on the SPARC10.

Weitek CPU upgrade chips were also installed in all
SPARC2 workstations.

Finally, several preowned 3100/38 VaxStations are now
being used to control and monitor the 8rc spectrometer and
CPT data-acquisition systems.

Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy
Personnel changes to the group during the year included the
departures of Simon Mullins to Canberra and Greg
Hackman to Argonne. Alfredo Galindo-Uribarri was
appointed to the full-time staff at TASCC and Jonathon
Wilson (from Liverpool University) took up a post-doctoral
fellowship at McMaster. New graduate students from
McMaster were Carl Svensson, John Nieminen and
Guillaume Gervais.

In addition to the 20-odd experiments performed with
the 87t spectrometer at TASCC, experiments were also
performed with GA.SP at Legnaro and with Gammasphere
at Berkeley.

© A strongly coupled band was observed to spin -20 in
64Zn. The structure of this band has parallels with those
near 1 0 9Sb, and exhibits a similar type of "soft" band
termination.

© The spectroscopy of 133Pm was studied in depth. The
deformation of the low-spin, strongly coupled structure
based on the gg/2 orbital (as hi 129,131^ w a s determined
to be (*2 = 0.40. Its deformation is therefore as large as that
of the most superdeformed nuclei in the A -130 region.
These low-spin superdeformed bands can be understood in
the framework of Ragnarsson's configuration-dependent
shell-correction approach to the cranked-shell model. A
new (high-spin) superdeformed band was discovered in
130Ce. This case provides an interesting transition between
structures which contain intruder orbitals (131432ce) an^
those which do not (129Ce).

O The Coulomb-excitation program with 2 0 9Bi beams
has been actively pursued. Results were obtained in:

• 2 3 2Th, which, despite some similarities, behaves
very differently from ^ U ,

• 1 6 5Ho, which shows an interesting case of
identical K= 3/2 and K=l 1/2 vibrational bands,

, where the octupole bands were excited to
high spin, and

Sjsî-tïrtg. Scientific highlights in 1995 included:

.ii-jiv,.,. O An experiment with the upgraded mini-ball, in which
'SHFSH^ m e spectroscopy of ^ C r was extended to spin 16, theSlK

highest spin possible within the valence space.

© Precision plunger-lifetime measurements were made
for low-spin states in ^ X e , which will elucidate the
problem of deformation in this region.

© Excellent results have been produced by DSAM
(Doppler-shift attenuation method) measurements of
lifetimes of excited superdeformed bands in l ^ l ^ G d
with Eurogram IL It is now clear that the identical band
structures 148Gd (band 5) & 152Dy (band 1), and 149Gd
(band 4) & 152Dy (band 1) have comparable deformations,
decidedly larger than those of the parent ground-state
superdefonned bands in 148^49Gd.

@ In an experiment at GA.SP, a new superdefonned band
was discovered and assigned to I 4 7 Tb, after the normal-
deformed scheme was elucidated with the 8JC spectrometer.
The GA.SP data on the 143Eu superdeformed band (ct, xn
channel) suggest a dependence of the population intensity
with the energy of the evaporated alpha particles.

© Entrance-channel effects on the GDR (giant dipole
resonance) "y-ray spectrum were investigated at TASCC. No
effects of mass-asymmetry were detected in comparisons of
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' t reactions induced by 7^Ge and 30Si beams leading to the
- it same compound system. However, a dependence on the
jvi-4 isospin asymmetry was observed in the reaction ^ C a +
^ 1 0 0Mo compared with 3 6 S + 104Pd.

n ' Exotic Nuclei & Weak Interactions

•• C

'i '- jp- Design, construction, assembly and first tests of the
. *• ~^[ Canadian Penning-trap (CPT) spectrometer comprised the

C group's largest effort last year.
j - Five on-line tests of the CPT spectrometer were made

1 " as well as six other experiments, involving researchers
~-__ "* from the University of Manitoba, McGill University and

t » * j . Queen's University. Highlights of our activities include:

0 Assembly of the CPT spectrometer is well underway.
- The sturdy support structure is installed and four of seven
3" , £ vertically stacked vacuum chambers are mounted and fully
*" ̂  equipped. They comprise the sample-wheel section,
^ îonization stage, the RFQ trap and a lens chamber. The

superconducting solenoid has been mounted and, along
T-^ " with the four lasers, has met its acceptance criteria. The

"Z, laser "barrack" and its instruments are now fully
^ i commissioned.
•* " First tests of selective laser ionization and beam

v.c n formation have been completed. A stable gold beam from
the Tandem was used to produce Au-laden salt spots on the
sample wheel with the He-jet transport system. Following
laser desorption, resonant ionization and acceleration, time-
of-flight measurements were able to show a pulse of gold
atoms cleanly separated from the non-resonant ionization
of the salt. Current work is concentrated on improving the
process and capture efficiency into the RFQ trap, which has
recently arrived from McGill.

A basic version of the computer program for machine
control and data acquisition -written at the University of
Manitoba- has been delivered to TASCC. Most of the
associated CAMAC and Nim-based electronics hardware
has been specified and bought, or designed and built A 48-
channel bias system has been bought as well as eight
frequency synthesizers.

The safety system to protect personnel from possible
eye damage by laser beams has been installed and
approved. The CPT project is about 80 percent complete.

@ In the weak-interactions program, two experiments
were performed to measure the beta-decay branching ratios
of the major, excited-state branches in the decays of Na-2l
and K-37. The ground-state branches for these two nuclides
need to be known with an accuracy at the I part per million
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level in order to interpret other data on the fundamental
weak-interaction process in their decays, studied elsewhere
with neutral-atom traps.

A novel technique for precise half-life measurements,
employing the 8ft spectrometer, was tested. The test case
was Sc-42m and a comparison will be made between data
obtained from the %% and the "classical" An beta
multiscaling technique with on-line isotope-separated
sources. The in experiment was completed this year and
the beta-counting experiment is scheduled for January 1996.

© The decay of the exotic nucleus Si-25 (T l / 2 - 220 ms)
was studied with the intention of observing beta-decay
branches to low-lying states in its decay daughter.
Previously, only very highly excited states were known to
be populated, as evidenced by the measured delayed-proton
decay of Si-25. In our study we observed two new, very
energetic beta-decay branches through their associated
beta-delayed gamma rays. A combination of the beta-
delayed gamma data and proton data now permits mapping
of the Gamow-Teller decay intensity over a very large
energy range.

Applied Science Programs
The experimental program continues to include a number
of applications of TASCC beams to issues of interest to
other AECL programs and various external agencies.

The Accelerator Mass Spectrometry program, done
in collaboration with the CRL Environmental Research
Branch, is studying a number of topics:
O Measurement of 36Cl in natural materials such as tree

rings, seeds, lichens, teeth and peat in an effort to
define pre-bomb natural levels and to develop a
method to date beyond the -50,000-year limit of l 4 C.

© Further studies of 36Cl in spent nuclear fuel to define
better its significance in long-term high-level nuclear
waste management

© In collaboration with AECB (Atomic Energy Control
Board) and the IAEA, successful measurements of
3 6 Q and l 2^I in the vicinity of an operating nuclear
facility; the results demonstrate the usefulness of this
form of environmental monitoring for the detection of
clandestine nuclear reprocessing.

© Further studies of 3^Cl in ground water and soils to
better understand the fate of 3^Cl deposited following
atmospheric weapons testing.
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© Measurements of ^ 9 j fo vegetation and soil samples
from the Chernobyl region in an effort to reconstruct
the radiation doses from short-lived iodine isotopes.
This is relevant to an understanding of thyroid cancer
incidence in the region. There is evidence from this
work that the fallout pattern for 1 2 9I is dissimilar to
that of 137Cs. Thus, radiation doses estimated from the
latter may be unreliable for iodine.

The use of 72 MeV 127I beams to simulate fission-
fragment radiation damage in nuclear fuel is continuing in
collaboration with the CRL Fuel Materials Branch and the
Institute for Transuranium Elements at Karlsruhe. During
the year the emphasis has been on evaluating materials that
might be used to fabricate fuel pellets containing weapons
plutonium for consumption hi CANDU reactors. These
irradiations prescreen materials before time<onsuming and
expensive in-reactor testing is initiated. A number of
candidate materials such as CeO2 and spinel have shown
unacceptable swelling, whereas SiC appears very resistant
to damage.

The collaboration with the CRL Systems Chemistry
and Corrosion Branch completed a set of experiments that
determined yields of corrosive chemical species produced
by radiolysis of both light and heavy water under simulated
power-reactor conditions. The results are providing input
into modelling studies of corrosion in CANDU reactor
cooling systems.

A major initiative is the development of state-of-the-
art facilities for irradiation of operating microelectronic
devices with heavy-ion beams from TASCC. This work is
financed hi part by the Defence Research Establishment,
Ottawa (DREO) and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA).
An interim version of the facility has been used on a
number of occasions for commercial testing of devices for
space use by a major U.S. aerospace company. It is now
becoming recognized that the range of beams and energies
available from TASCC can simulate the heavy-ion cosmic
radiation hi space with greater fidelity than other
accelerator facilities.

Interactions of Heavy-Ions with Matter
The main emphasis of the channeling program in 1995 was
on resonant-coherent excitation (RCE) of hydrogen-like
silicon and sulphur ions channeled along major directions
of thin crystals of silicon.

In the first of two experiments, a 2SSi13+ beam with
energies between 20.S and 265 AMeV was channeled along
the <111> and <112> axes of an 8 um thick silicon crystal.

The incident ion in the hydrogen-like ground state was
resonantly excited to the L- (An = 1), M- (An=2) and N-
(An = 3) shells when the frequency, D = kv/d, of the
oscillating electric field experienced by the ion - as a result
of passage along the crystal string (either the fundamental
frequency or a higher-order harmonic) - matched a
transition frequency hi the moving ion.

We have observed the k = 5 , An = 1 and k = 6, An=V>
transitions for channeling along the <111> axis and the k =
7, An = 1 and k = 8, An = 2,3 transitions for channeling
along the <112> axis. The levels of projectiles that pass
close to the atomic string of the crystal lattice suffer Stark
splitting. We have selected subsets of such projectile ions
by setting windows on the channeled energy-loss spectra
and have been successful in resolving individual Stark
components.

In a second experiment we studied the k = 4 , An = 1
resonance for 32JJI5+ ions channeled along the <110> axis
of a 1.45 urn thick crystal. The use of a thinner crystal
combined with the more tightly bound electrons of the
heavier projectile ion results in the observation of sharper
resonances.

The collaboration between TASCC and McMaster
University in materials analysis with heavy-ion beams
continued this year. The elastic recoil detection (ERD)
technique, when carried out with a heavy beam such as 230
MeV Bi-209, provides a method of measuring elements up
to about mass 100 with almost constant sensitivity. During
1995 we analyzed the near-surface (1-2 urn) region of
samples as diverse as optoelectronic materials, high-Tc thin
films, zirconium alloys and dinosaur bone fragments.

Heavy-Ion Reaction Mechanisms
This year saw the departure of our postdoctoral fellow, Dan
Fox, and the arrival of Richard Laforest, who received Ms
doctorate from the Université Laval in 1994 and comes to
us by way of LPC, Caen.

Developments in instrumentation have us well on the
way to a 4n-array geometry and capability for light-ion
correlation measurements. Highlights of the year included
both new experiments and analysis of existing data sets
investigating projectile breakup, damped binary-exit
channels, and pionic fusion.

Our major new experimental initiative was a
collaboration with groups from INFN Bari and Université
Laval, hi which the breakup of a 35C1 projectile on a 197Au
target -previously studied at TASCC- was associated with
neutrons emitted by the target. Projectile fragments were
detected hi the CRL/Laval array and neutrons were
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detected in the liquid-srintillator detectors belonging to the
Italian group. One week of beam time in October was
dedicated to collecting high-statistics coincidence data to
determine the neutron-energy spectra associated with
different breakup channels. In a continuation experiment
scheduled for early 1996, array-triggered date will be
collected to determine the associated neutron multiplicities.

Availability of a new beam at TASCC, 45 AMeV ̂ Mg,
has permitted the extension to higher energy of a series of
experiments led by Université Laval. Recent publications
by the group have reported measurements of the breakup
times in peripheral collisions for 25 AMeV and 35 AMeV
and established the dominance of binary-character reaction
mechanisms in central collisions at those energies. Analysis
of the higher-energy data should further clarify the trends.

In addition, the Laval group has analyzed 43 AMeV
35C1 data from earlier experiments: In one study, Z=18
systems from 35C1 pickup reactions were compared with the
24Mg+12C system {also Z=18) at the same excitation
energy; in general, the 3 ^ Q reactions produced more
intermediate-mass fragments. Another study explicitly
measured the excitation-energy sharing between projectile-
like and target-like products of dissipative collisions; the
"equal temperature limit," or same excitation-per-nucleon
for both partners, was observed.

Time scales for fragment emission were measured in
E/A=22 and 35 MeV 70Ge+Al reactions. Emission time
scales were found to decrease with increasing beam energy
from approximately 2 x 10"21 seconds to 7 x 10"22 seconds,
in qualitative agreement with calculations from a
sequential-decay model. However, the inferred time scales
depend strongly on fragment mass, in disagreement with
predictions of the model. The decay of an emitted primary
fragment into two observed secondary fragments -a process
not considered by the model- is being investigated as a
possible explanation for the apparent charge-dependence of
the emission time scales.

Based on background measurements and extensive
analyses completed this year, the cross sections of
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measured, each giving about 0.2 nanobams at £^=137
MeV. This constitutes the first observation of the pionic
fusion of two heavy ions. It also provides a low-energy
measurement (6 MeV above absolute threshold) for the
inclusive heavy-ion 7t° production systematics, which had
previously been studied extensively, but only at energies
greater than 100 MeV above threshold. As a result of this
measurement, models of pion production will now be
constrained to incorporate a coherent mechanism by which
the entire centre-of-mass energy of a 24-nucleon system can

be collected in a single quantum, the pion.
Our two instrumentation initiatives have made good

progress in the past year. The CsI(Tl)/photo-diode miniball
optimised for use as a reaction filter, is nearly complete,
with 36 of the 48 detectors mounted. With this miniball
coupled to the existing GRL/Laval forward array, the
resulting assembly has a geometric efficiency greater than
80 percent Two light-ion correlation arrays, each with 16
CsI(Tl)/photodiode detectors for energy measurement and a
pair of silicon-strip detectors for position and AE, are under
construction. These high-resolution arrays will measure the
light-ion correlation functions to determine source sizes,
lifetimes, and temperatures.

Nuclear Theory
A potentially useful truncation in shell-model calculations
involves the seniority quantum number, since the presence
of pairing forces in residual interactions results in states of
low seniority lying lowest in the computed spectrum. Many
TASCC experiments are being performed in the pf-shell,
where the full model space of (pf)n for n nucléons is too
large for complete computation, and fractional parentage
coefficients for the j=7/2 orbital in a seniority classification
with good isospin are not available.

To test the usefulness of seniority-based truncation, an
algorithm to compute the coefficients was derived and
successfully implemented. Calculations are currently
underway for the beta decay of 44V and ̂ 2Co -having
model spaces of (pf)11 with n=4 and 12 respectively- to test
the efficiency of different truncation schemes.

Microscopic random-phase-approximation (RPA)
calculations based on the cranked shell model have been
performed to investigate the quadrupole and octupole corre-
lations for excited superdeformed bands in the mercury
isotopes. The importance of the interplay between rotations
and vibrations was shown and a new interpretation
proposed for the recently observed excited bands involving
K=2 octupole vibrations.

The theoretical physics group organizes a Iunchtime
seminar series, which had record attendance this year.
About 30 talks, mostly on current research, were given by
in-house physicists in nuclear, condensed matter, and
applied physics. In addition to providing a means for %
keeping current with the different aspects of physics £k '
research at CRL, the series has generated increased \f*
interactions and collaborations between experimentalists <j£
and theorists.
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December experiments

Search for superdeformation in terbium-148, -149 through the 122Sn(31P, xn) reaction
with the 8n gamma-ray spectrometer. One previously observed band was assigned to
terbium-149 but no superdeformed bands were found in terbium-148.
B. Haas and C. Finck (Centre de Recherches Nucléaires, Strasbourg); J. Niemenen,
S. Flibotte and J.N. Wilson (McMaster University); TE. Drake, J. DeGraaf and
M. Cromaz (University of Toronto); D. Ward, VJP. Janzen and A. Galindo-Uribarri
(TASCC)

5 days

Resonant coherent excitation (RCE) studies of hydrogenic sulphur-32 ions channeled
along the <110> axis of a silicon crystal. The An=l, k=4 resonance was observed at
E(32S) = 18.9 AMeV. The energy-loss spectra obtained for transmitted 15+ and 16+ ions
will be used to study the Stark splitting of the 2s2p states.
J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball and J.S. Geiger (TASCC); LA. Davies (McMaster University)
21AMeV32S
2 days

Commercial single-event effect (SEE) tests.
H.R. Andrews, J.S. Geiger and V.T. Koslowsky (TASCC)
60 MeV ?Li; 102 MeV I2c ; 145 MeV »F; 200 MeV 3 1P; 250 MeV « I i ; 20 AMeV »Br,
23 AMeV 1 2 7I; 8 AMeV 197Au
4 days

Experiment Measurement of depth profiles of near-surface elements of=70 samples by elastic-recoil t^j- 'fe .
detection analysis (ERDA). Samples included zirconium alloys and optoelectronic
materials.

Researchers J.S. Forster (TASCC); J.A. Davies and S.G. Wallace (McMaster University); A.E. Bair
(Arizona State University)

Beam 230MeV209Bi
Duration 2 days

Experiment Irradiations of inert matrices of candidate CANDU fuel samples at various doses and
temperatures to simulate fission-fragment damage.

Researchers P.G. Lucuta and R A . Verrall (Fuel Materials Branch, CRI); H.R. Andrews (TASCC)
Beam 72MeV1 2 7I

' Duration 2 days
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Next month
Cyclotron beam development

Oxygen-14 production and detection by protons

Study of decay of gallium-62

8it spectrometer detector tests

Coulomb excitation of rare earth nuclei

AMS analysis of chlorine-36 and iodine-129

Measurement of half-life of

Commercial SEE irradiations

&è
Facility operating record

Total Hours for Year 8760

Beam Available
Tandem Only 3968.7
Tandem + Cyclotron 883

P Beam Preparation 1125
If Beam Development 895

Planned Shutdown. 1132.5
Unplanned Shutdown 755.8

Editor: Larrie Thomson
Tandem Accelerator Superconducting Cyclotron
AECL, Chalk River Laboratories
Mail Station 49A Chalk River,
Ontario, Canada KOJ1J0
"B (613) 584-8811, extension 4131
FAX 613-584-1800
Internet TASCC@CRL.AECL.CA
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